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QUESTION 1
Which of the following types of Incident Response Teams (IRT) is responsible for a logical or physical segment of the
infrastructure, usually of a large organization or one that is geographically dispersed?
A. Distributed IRT
B. Outsourced IRT
C. Coordinating IRT
D. Central IRT
Correct Answer: A
The various types of Incident Response Team (IRT) are as follows:
Central IRT: It handles all incidents for the organization, usually either a small organization or one that is centrally
located.
Distributed IRT: It is responsible for a logical or physical segment of the infrastructure, usually of a large organization or
one that is geographically dispersed.
Coordinating IRT: It is a combination of central IRT and distributed IRT. Generally, the central team provides guidance
to distributed IRTs, develops policies and standards, etc. The distributed team manages and implements incident
response.
Outsourced IRT: It states that the successful IRTs are comprised of the employees of the same organization, or may be
fully or partially outsourced.

QUESTION 2
Which of the following are the functions of a network security administrator? Each correct answer represents a complete
solution. Choose three.
A. Backing up the files
B. Writing computer software
C. Maintaining and implementing a firewall
D. Developing, maintaining, and implementing IT security
Correct Answer: ACD
A network security administrator is a person who is responsible for providing security of any network. A network security
administrator concentrates on network design and security. Following are the functions of a network administrator:
Developing, maintaining, and implementing IT security
Maintaining and implementing a firewall
Monitoring and securing the network and server
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Monitoring critical system files

QUESTION 3
Allen needs a program that injects automatically semi-random data into a program or stacks and detects bugs. What will
he use?
A. Fuzzer
B. Happy path
C. Boundary value analysis
D. Agile testing
Correct Answer: A
A fuzzer is a program that is used to inject automatically semi-random data into a program/stack and detect bugs. The
programs and frameworks that are used to create fuzz tests or perform fuzz testing are called fuzzers. Fuzzing has
evolved from a niche technique into a full testing discipline with support from both the security research and traditional
QA testing communities. Fuzzing (Fuzz testing) is an automated software testing technique that involves providing
invalid, unexpected, or random data to the inputs of a computer program. The program is then monitored for exceptions
such as crashes or failing built-in code assertions. Fuzzing is commonly used to test for security problems in software or
computer systems.
Answer option C is incorrect. Boundary value analysis is a software testing technique in which tests are designed to
include representatives of boundary values.
Answer option B is incorrect. A happy path is a default scenario that features no exception or error conditions, and
contains the sequence of activities that will be executed if everything goes as anticipated.
Answer option D is incorrect. Agile testing is a software testing practice. It follows the principles of agile software
development. This testing does not accentuate the testing procedures and focuses on ongoing testing against the newly
developed code until quality software from an end customer\\'s perspective results. It is built upon the philosophy that
testers need to adapt to the rapid deployment cycles and changes in the testing patterns.

QUESTION 4
Which of the following steps are involved in a generic cost-benefit analysis process: Each correct answer represents a
complete solution. Choose three.
A. Compile a list of key players
B. Assess potential risks that may impact the solution
C. Select measurement and collect all cost and benefits elements
D. Establish alternative projects/programs
Correct Answer: ACD
The following steps are involved in a generic cost-benefit analysis process:
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Establish alternative projects /programs
Compile a list of key players
Select measurement and collect all cost and benefits elements
Predict outcome of cost and benefits over the duration of the project
Put all effects of costs and benefits in dollars
Apply discount rate
Calculate net present value of project options
Sensitivity analysis
Recommendation
Answer option B is incorrect. It is not a valid step.

QUESTION 5
Mark works as a Human Resource Manager for uCertify Inc. He is responsible to hiring some new employees for the
company and improving the organization\\'s overall security by turning employees among numerous job positions. What
will Mark do to accomplish the task?
A. Job rotation
B. Mandatory Vacations
C. Job responsibility
D. Separation of duties
Correct Answer: A
Job rotation is an approach to management development where an individual is moved through a schedule of
assignments designed to give him or her a breadth of exposure to the entire operation.
Job rotation is practiced to allow qualified employees to gain more insights into the processes of a company, and to
reduce boredom and increase job satisfaction through job variation. This process helps an organization to improve its
overall
security by rotating employees among different job positions.
Answer option B is incorrect. Mandatory vacations are vacations that are forced on employees to avail them. These
vacations can ensure that employees take the time off that they should. It is important that employees not get burned
out.
Which would make them less effective in carrying out their duties. Mandatory vacations ensure that employees are
effective all the time when they are on duty.
Answer option C is incorrect. Job responsibility is the specific work task an employee is required to perform on a regular
basis.
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Answer option D is incorrect. Separation of duties ensures that no one person is given the power to abuse the trust that
others place in the information security. In any situation in which too much responsibility for a process falls to one
person,
there is the potential for abuse.
Another reason to separate duties is that if the person with all of the knowledge of a certain area or function suddenly
leaves the company or dies in a tragic accident, then that knowledge is gone with the person. Someone else would have
to quickly take over the position, possibly without adequate training, leaving the information vulnerable to attack while
the new person learns the job. Separation of duties ensures that transition is smooth.

QUESTION 6
Which of the following processes is used to ensure that standardized methods and procedures are used for efficient
handling of all changes?
A. Exception management
B. Configuration Management
C. Risk Management
D. Change Management
Correct Answer: D
Change Management is used to ensure that standardized methods and procedures are used for efficient handling of all
changes. A change is "an event that results in a new status of one or more configuration items (CIs)" approved by
management, cost effective, enhances business process changes (fixes) - with a minimum risk to IT infrastructure. The
main aims of Change Management are as follows:
Minimal disruption of services
Reduction in back-out activities
Economic utilization of resources involved in the change Answer option B is incorrect. Configuration Management (CM)
is an Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) IT Service Management (ITSM) process. It tracks all of the
individual Configuration Items (CI) in an IT system, which may be as simple as a single server, or as complex as the
entire IT department. In large organizations a configuration manager may be appointed to oversee and manage the CM
process.
Answer option A is incorrect. Exception management is a process in which experienced personnel and software tools
are used to investigate, resolve, and handle process deviation, malformed data, infrastructure or connectivity issues. It
increases the efficiency of business processes and contributes in the progress of business.
Answer option C is incorrect. Risk Management is used to identify, assess, and control risks. It includes analyzing the
value of assets to the business, identifying threats to those assets, and evaluating how vulnerable each asset is to those
threats. Risk Management is part of Service Design and the owner of the Risk Management is the Risk Manager.
Risks are addressed within several processes in ITIL V3; however, there is no dedicated Risk Management process.
ITIL V3 calls for "coordinated risk assessment exercises\\', so at IT Process Maps we decided to assign clear
responsibilities for managing risks.
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QUESTION 7
In which of the following phases of the system development life cycle (SDLC) is the primary implementation of the
configuration management process performed?
A. Implementation
B. Operation/maintenance
C. Initiation
D. Acquisition/development
Correct Answer: B
The primary implementation of the configuration management process is performed during the operation/maintenance
phase of the SDLC. The operation/maintenance phase describes that the system should be modified on a regular basis
through the addition of hardware and software. Answer options C, D, and A are incorrect. The other phases are too
early for this process to take place.

QUESTION 8
Information security continuous monitoring is defined as maintaining ongoing awareness of information security,
vulnerabilities, and threats to support organizational risk management decisions. What are the essential elements
required for continuous monitoring?
Each correct answer represents a complete solution. Choose all that apply.
A. Ongoing assessment of system security controls
B. Security tools definition
C. Security status monitoring and reporting
D. Security impact analyses
E. Configuration management and change control
Correct Answer: ACDE
Information security continuous monitoring is defined as maintaining ongoing awareness of information security,
vulnerabilities, and threats to support organizational risk management decisions. Following are the four essential
elements required for continuous monitoring:
Configuration management and change control
Security impact analyses
Ongoing assessment of system security controls
Security status monitoring and reporting

QUESTION 9
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Consider the following scenario.
A user receive an email with a link to a video about a news item, but another valid page, for instance a product page on
ebay.com, can be hidden on top underneath the \\'Play\\' button of the news video. The user tries to play\\' the video but
actually buys\\' the product from ebay.com.
Which malicious technique is used in the above scenario?
A. Malicious add-ons
B. Cross-Site Request Forgery
C. Click-jacking
D. Non-blind spoofing
Correct Answer: C
Click-jacking is a malicious technique that is used to trick Web users into revealing confidential information or
sometimes taking control of their computer while clicking on apparently innocuous Web pages. Click-jacking is used to
take the form of embedded code/script that can execute without the users\\' knowledge, such as clicking on a button
appearing to execute another function. The term "click-jacking\\'\\' was invented by Jeremiah Grossman and Robert
Hansen in 2008. The exploit is also known as UI redressing, Click-jacking can be understood as an instance of the
confused deputy problem.
Answer option D is incorrect. Non-blind spoofing is a type of IP spoofing attack. This attack occurs when the attacker is
on the same subnet as the destination computer, or along the path of the destination traffic. Being on the same subnet,
it is easy for the attacker to determine the sequence number and acknowledgement number of the data frames. In a nonblind spoofing attack, the attacker can redirect packets to the destination computer using valid sequence numbers and
acknowledge numbers. The result is that the computer\\'s browser session is redirected to a malicious website or
compromised legitimate sites that may infect computer with malicious code or allow the attacker to perform other
malicious activities.
Answer option A is incorrect, Add-ons such as browser plug-ins, application add-ons. font packs, and other after-market
components can be an attack vector for hackers. Such add-ons are malicious add-ons. These add-ons can be Trojan
horses infecting computers. Antivirus software is an obvious form of defense. Security administrators should also
establish a corporate security policy prohibiting the installation and use of unapproved add-ons.
Answer option B is incorrect. CSRF (Cross-Site Request Forgery) is a malicious exploit of a website, whereby
unauthorized commands are transmitted from a user trusted by the website. It is also known as a one-click attack or
session riding. CSRF occurs when a user is tricked by an attacker into activating a request in order to perform some
unauthorized action. It increases data loss and malicious code execution.

QUESTION 10
Denise works as a Security Administrator for a community college. She is assessing the various risks to her network.
Which of the following is not a category of risk assessment?
A. Cost determination
B. Risk determination
C. Vulnerability assessment
D. Likelihood assessment
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Correct Answer: A
Of course the cost of addressing a risk must be computed, but that is not part of risk assessment. Answer option D is
incorrect. Likelihood assessment is a key part of risk assessment. How likely is a given threat? What threats are the
most
likely to your network?
Answer option B is incorrect. Determining what risks your network has, is one of the first steps in risk assessment.
Answer option C is incorrect. Assessing your networks vulnerabilities is a key part of risk assessment.
Answer option C is incorrect. Assessing your networks vulnerabilities is a key part of risk assessment.

QUESTION 11
SDLC phases include a minimum set of security tasks that are required to effectively incorporate security in the system
development process. Which of the following are the key security activities for the development/acquisition phase?
Each correct answer represents a complete solution. Choose two.
A. Prepare initial documents for system certification and accreditation
B. Conduct the risk assessment and use the results to supplement the baseline security controls
C. Determination of privacy requirements
D. Initial delineation of business requirements in terms of confidentiality, integrity, and availability
Correct Answer: AB

Key security activities for the development/acquisition phase are as follows:
Conduct the risk assessment and use the results to supplement the baseline security controls
Analyze security requirements
Perform functional and security testing
Prepare initial documents for system certification and accreditation
Design security architecture
Answer options D and C are incorrect. Key security activities for the initiation phase are as follows:
Initial definition of business requirements in terms of confidentiality, integrity, and availability
Determination of information categorization and identification of known special handling requirements in transmitting,
storing, or creating information
Determination of privacy requirements
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QUESTION 12
Which of the following are the advantages of the Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI)? Each correct answer represents a
complete solution. Choose three.
A. Cost Efficiency
B. Green Solution
C. Improved Manageability
D. Server-Hosted
Correct Answer: ABC

The Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VOI) is used to virtualize the desktop environment delivering enterprise-class control,
and to increase the manageability. It maintains the familiar end-user environment. It virtualizes the desktop images that
are deployed from a centralized hosting server. It provides the end user with a virtual PC that works same as their
current PC. It is used to consolidate the number of servers that support desktops. It has the following advantages:
1.
Green Solution
2.
Cost Efficiency
3.
Improved Manageability
4.
Central management of files and user\\'s profile.
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